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Impact of Cryptocurrencies
By Matt Shen-Mendoza, Grade 8
Did you know that, as of the time of this writing, there are
over 5,000 cryptocurrencies? From first being developed in
2009, cryptocurrencies were created after the economic
recession and stock market crash of 2007-2008 by Satoshi
Nakamoto. Furthermore, it was made with the intention of
sending money through the internet free of central control.
Currently, with a staggering 114 million users just in Bitcoin
(BTC), cryptocurrencies are becoming a new norm in society.
Through touching on topics such as the reliance on
cryptocurrencies, how cryptos will change global markets,
and how they will influence traditional currencies and central
banks, this article will explain to the reader the importance
and future influence of cryptocurrencies.

Visual Representation of Bitcoin (BTC), PC: Independent Corporation UK
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As the popularity and value of cryptocurrencies have risen, so
have crypto hacking and scams. To put into reference, in 2021
alone, 14 billion USD have been stolen via fraud. Not to
mention, there have also been several occasions of over 200
million USD worth of cryptocurrency hacked and stolen
during crypto transactions. However, according to many
experts like Nathan Rieff, “The issue of security has been a
fundamental one for BTC since its development. On one hand,
BTC itself is very difficult to hack, and that is largely due to
the blockchain technology which supports it. As blockchain is
constantly being reviewed by BTC users, hacks are unlikely.”
And to protect yourself from fraud, according to another
expert, Taylor Locke, “Research thoroughly, check out the
smart contract, understand reputation risk, and keep your
wallet safe.” Thus, it is safe to say that blockchain (or other
cryptocurrency systems) and making educated decisions will
ensure the safety of your cryptocurrency in the sense of theft.

Visual Representation of Hacking Cryptos, PC: Avast
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On the other hand, a bigger issue is whether investing in
cryptocurrencies is “safe”. Being an extremely volatile type of
investment, Adam Levy says “Investing in crypto assets is
risky but also potentially extremely profitable.” To elaborate,
there was one incident where BTC dropped from over USD
$10,000 to less than $4,000 in the matter of a couple of days. In
addition to that, in an article written by Sean Foley, Jonathan
R Karlsen, and Tālis J Putniņš about the illegal use of BTC,
there is an estimate of USD $76 billion used from criminal
activity. And within this $76 Billion, 3% of it is done through
illegal transactions. Unfortunately, illegal transactions can
take BTCs out of circulation or vice versa, in effect it can be
detrimental to the value of BTC. Consequently, when investing
in cryptocurrencies it is always necessary to bear in mind that
it is not as straightforward as it seems and involves many
risks.

Caricturized Depiction of Investing in Cryptos, PC: Canva
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Simply put, cryptocurrencies will present entrepreneurs with
many incentives in the global market. For example, it will
allow for them to reach bigger international markets whilst
not worrying about exchange rates, central control from
governments, etc. Not to mention, cryptocurrency
transactions take place almost instantly. An example of this is
BTC, which only requires 10 minutes to be validated in the
blockchain. With that being said, cryptocurrency payments
are also very secure as discussed in the previous paragraphs.
Moreover, tax rates are fairly low as cryptocurrencies’ values
are determined by a community so they exist outside
government jurisdiction and there are no transactional fees.
Lastly, transactions are recorded which are then secured by
the blockchain, making it easy to track and verify
transactions. As such, on its current trajectory, the use of
cryptocurrencies as a currency will be a total game-changer
and open up many for the improvement of the international
market.

Visual Representation of the Global Network, PC: OGOSHIP
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Predicting how traditional currencies will be impacted by
cryptocurrencies isn't a matter of black or white. According to
an article of a news outlet by Usbek and Rica, “To assess
whether or not cryptocurrencies can have an impact on
national currencies, it could help to figure out if the former
are currencies (or money) in the first place. The least we can
say is that opinions diverge on this.” On this issue the director
of Twitter, Jack Dorsey had this to say, “The world ultimately
will have a single currency, the Internet will have a single
currency. I personally believe that it will be Bitcoin.” If it is to
be believed that the world will have a single currency, it will
erase many issues in our modern economy. This can stretch
from minor hassles like currency exchange to diverting the
world's economic views from capitalism along with many
issues like corporate capture to a new economy with more
transparency run by communities rather than governments.
Therefore, it can be inferred that central banks will be
impacted more by cryptocurrencies than traditional
currencies.

Visual Representation of Currencies, PC: Canva
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The impact of cryptocurrencies on national banks will
certainly be very controversial. Many argue that these central
banks will adjust to the completely new dynamic of trading
cryptocurrencies. While others argue that the rise of
cryptocurrencies will just eradicate central banks along with
the many problems involving the practicality of having
federal reserves as well. According to Marissa A. Scicchitano,
“Banks can actually play a significant role in the crypto
industry, adding some much-needed assurance and security
to the largely unregulated environment. Adopting
cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology overall can
streamline processes and take banking into the next
generation of efficiency and innovation.” From my research,
this statement was definitely the most truthful. Take El
Salvador as an example, being the only country to legalize
BTC as an official currency, El Salvador still runs regulations
on the flow of cryptocurrencies through their domestic wallet
called “Chivo”. Thus, the only country that dares to legalize
what other countries see as too “radical” still runs checks to
ensure everything is going in an orderly fashion. Once again
proving that central banks will be a necessity if legalizing
cryptocurrencies is going to become a reality.

Visual Representation BTC Used as Currency, PC: Canva
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Cryptocurrencies will inevitably continue to have a major
impact on our lives. To begin with, cryptos are very secure in
the sense of whether they are a good investment and have a
low chance of being hacked/stolen. Secondly, it will create
more opportunities for the development of the open market
and its entrepreneurs. Lastly, central banks and traditional
currencies will be faced with many reforms. Therefore, as
stated by Annie Nova, “It's getting harder to imagine a future
without cryptocurrencies.”

Visual Representation People Connected Through Cryptos, PC: Canva
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The Simpsons

By Geraldine, Grade 7
There are millions and millions of cartoons in the world. Do
you have a cartoon that you like? Or one that you haven't
watched, but has caught your attention? Well, the answers
are both yes for me. Personally, The Simpsons is a show that
is particularly special for me because even without watching
an episode, I absolutely love it! For example, every time I
walk past a screen showing anything that is about the
Simpsons, it catches my attention. As you can probably tell, in
this article I will be introducing you to my favorite show, The
Simpsons.
The Simpsons was created by an American cartoonist Matt
Groening. While some people think the Simpsons is weird
and boring, it is the longest-running cartoon ever. It was
created in 1987 and is still running till this day. As a whole,
This show portrays the daily life of Americans through the
Simpsons family, and it is really eye-catchy as well.

Picture of The Simpsons family, PC: Google
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I’m going to give you a brief introduction to the Simpsons family.
The main characters are the 5 family members in the picture
above. The big dad of the family, Homer Simpsons (second from
right), and his super long spongy-hair wife, Marge (fourth from
right). Followed by the only son of Homer and Marge, Bart (first
from right), who always wears a random red T-shirt. Lisa (third
from right), the big sister with an obvious pearl necklace and
Maggie, (fifth from right) the little baby who always have a blue
ribbon in her hair. The whole family lives in a giant house in
Oregon, United States.
To create an episode of The Simpsons requires a ton of hard work.
According to Britannica, “The Simpsons began in 1987 as a cartoon
short on the Tracey Ullman Show, a variety program on the Fox
Broadcasting Company. It then debuted as a Christmas special on
December 17, 1989, and then began airing regularly in January
1990.”
Let me give you a brief explanation of how episodes of The
Simpsons are made. First, it begins with writing a draft, storyline,
and dialogue of the episode. Secondly, the voice actors will have a
read-through of the lines and then they will do the recordings for
the episode. After that, Matt Groening will draw and plan out the
scenes of the animation. Then, they will have a final review, have
their final edits, and finally, an episode of The Simpsons is
finished. Up until now, there are currently 33 seasons and 716
episodes of The Simpsons and more are soon to come.
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Bart and his friends playing video games. (Did you notice anything from this picture?)
PC: Google

There are lots of fun facts that can be taught from The
Simpsons. Did you notice anything from the picture above?
I’m guessing you probably didn’t. If you look closely, you will
realize that all the Simpsons characters only have 4 fingers.
Just like Mickey Mouse, pretty interesting right? Well, part of
the reason why is because animations were simpler back
then, and the author probably thinks they look weird with 5
fingers so instead, he just gave them 4. And obviously, it’s also
easier to draw. Also, have you ever wondered why The
Simpsons were made yellow instead of human skin color?
Here’s why: when most people still use old-style television,
Matt Groening thinks that the yellow color would be more
eye-catching and will automatically tell them that The
Simpsons are on.
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Matt Groening has been through lots of events during his
exciting lifetime. In 1977, at the age of 23, he realized that he
wanted to be a writer, and moved to Los Angeles to fulfill that
goal. "The 1961 Disney cartoon film, One Hundred and One
Dalmatians is the first thing that sparked my interest in
animation. Then I drew further inspiration from the Peanut
cartoons, drawn by Charles M. Schultz. My biggest inspiration
is from my fellow cartoonist Linda Barry,” Matt Groening
said.
Not only he’s the creator of The Simpsons, he is also the
creator of comic strip, Life in Hell (1977-2012). Though, The
Simpsons was definitely his most famous achievement
throughout his writer’s life. The Simpsons reached great
heights and achieved many awards and nominations. A
thought came to Groening’s mind, he realized that he would
lose the rights to his Life in Hell characters with the deal so he
quickly created a new cartoon family named after his own
siblings and parents,” Matt Groening stated. And that’s how
The Simpsons was inspired to be created. A quick fun fact
about Matt Groening with The Simpsons is that Lisa Simpson
is his favorite character in The Simpsons. Matt Groening said
that, “I relate to Lisa more than any other character on the
show.”
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Lisa Simpsons, PC: Google

While some people think Simpsons is weird and boring , after
hearing all those interesting facts about The Simpsons did you
change your minds? What are your thoughts about it? After
reading this article, did The Simpsons become your favorite
cartoon as well? All characters in The Simpsons look very quirky
and are very quirky, but somehow they’re still very lovable. Not
only is The Simpsons the longest running cartoon ever, but there is
also lots of hard work behind the scenes. This series has a big
history and is very enjoyable. Overall, The Simpsons is a really
quirky yet lovable cartoon series for everyone.
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Suicide Prevention
The reason why people are taking their own lives
By: G7 Nile
Have you ever felt like you’re tired of life? Have ever you
wished to perish from this world? Don’t think like that, this
world wants you. Suicide has led to many deaths around the
world. People are suffering and no one is able to help them,
leading them to turn to sucide. I have come across this topic
after hearing about the death of one of my favorite DJs, Avicii.
From research, I found that he was suffering from depression
and anxiety which led to him commiting suicide. After
knowing that, I became curious on why people take their own
life rather than continue it. So, I went into deep research to
find more about this topic and how people can prevent any
more cases from occurring. I used to suffer from extreme
anxiety, but over time I was able to help myself through it.
Thus, I ultimately chose to write this topic due to the fact that I
want to help people fight against the horrors of commiting
suicide. Suicide has taken too many live and it has to stop.

A picture of a rope, usually use for hanging in suicide.. PC: news18.com
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First and foremost, suicide is when people harm themselves
with intentions of death. Suicide has been around for a long
time now and is currently the 10th cause of overall death in
the world. As a whole it has caused many problems and havoc
rather than good. Most importantly, suicide doesn’t just
randomly appear out of nowhere. It has a cause. Those causes
can include:
mental health issues
bullying or discrimination
different types of abuse, such as domestic, sexual or
physical abuse
bereavement, including losing a loved one to suicide
the end of a relationship
long-term physical pain or illness
isolation or loneliness
feeling inadequate or a failure

Showing anxiety. PC: therecoveryvillage.com

Suicide appears to be solution to many people who think life
isn’t worth continuing. Even though suicide is mostly caused
by sadness, even if a person is alleviated from suffering it
does not mean thoughts of committing suicide will stop as
well. Sometimes a severely depressed person contemplating
suicide does not have enough energy to attempt it. And, as the
depression lifts, these people may regain some energy but
feelings of hopelessness remain, and the increased energy
levels may contribute to acting on suicidal feelings. Another
theory proposes that a person may "give in" to depression
because they can't fight it anymore.
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Resolving to die relieves most of their anxiety, which makes
them appear calmer in the period preceding a suicide
attempt. It’s hard to know if someone is having major
problems. Research shows that people who are more willing
to suicide usually start to say goodbye to things such as
friends and family as they no longer have a purpose to keep
them. Noticing hints of suicide can change a person’s life.
These hints can include:
Talking about suicide — for example, making statements
such as "I'm going to kill myself," "I wish I were dead" or "I
wish I hadn't been born"
Getting the means to take your own life, such as buying a
gun or stockpiling pills
Withdrawing from social contact and wanting to be left
alone
Having mood swings, such as being emotionally high one
day and deeply discouraged the next
Being preoccupied with death, dying or violence
Feeling trapped or hopeless about a situation
Increasing use of alcohol or drugs
Changing normal routine, including eating or sleeping
patterns
Doing risky or self-destructive things, such as using drugs
or driving recklessly
Giving away belongings or getting affairs in order when
there is no other logical explanation for doing this
Saying goodbye to people as if they won't be seen again
Feeling unbearable emotional or physical pain
Developing personality changes or being severely anxious
or agitated, particularly when experiencing some of the
warning signs listed above
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There are many methods of suiciding and every object is a
possible weapon in doing so. It is estimated that around 20%
of global suicides are due to pesticide self-poisoning, most of
which occur in rural agricultural areas in low- and middleincome countries. Other common methods of suicide are
hanging and firearms. Knowledge of the most commonly used
suicide methods is important to devise prevention strategies
which have shown to be effective, such as restriction of access
to means of suicide.
Mentions about suicide should not be disregarded as it is very
dangerous. Be careful though, not all suicide calls are actually
suicidal. Some people use the image of suicide to seek
attention. They do it for the purpose of making people feel
empathy for them. From what I experience, people have
settled their priorities on who to care and not care for. This
can lead to many problems such as people focusing on
maintaining their “friendship” with people who have a higher
“status” or “popularity” in many places like school or work.
This leads to them narrowing their mindset to focus on
keeping their pride. People who are more likely “hated” get
ignored for all their cries and help. This means that people
who do need help do not receive the help they need due to the
unfairness of the world preventing them from reaching out
and getting possible aid. Nonetheless, a suicide attempt or
mention should never be ignored and is a warning that
something is terribly wrong. Most people who attempt suicide
are not 100% certain they want to die—they just want their
pain and suffering to end. Most of the time the people who are
in need of assistance do need help and do not do so just for
attention.
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Suicide rates of ages in Taiwan. PC; Ms. Yao, Kai-Ping
This is a graph of the suicide rate of ages in Taiwan. The scale shows that 1 =
approximately 100,000 death

If you notice that someone is going through a difficult time in
life or have acted towards sucide, going with them to a
counselor often helps. If the person won't listen to you, you
may need to talk to someone who might influence him or her.
Saving a life is more important than violating trust and
confidence. Sink in your pride for the better of the world. For
a person determined to attempt suicide the desire to live is
overshadowed by the seeming hopelessness. The decision to
attempt suicide is really a desire to stop suffering. If you do
know someone who is hurting and is tempting to commit
suicide you should try to get them to talk with a suicide
counselor.
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Suicide counselors are specially trained in helping individuals
struggling with thoughts of suicide. Counselors are also
needed to help those grieving the loss of someone who has
committed suicide. Suicide can also be causes by the thought
of feeling discarded in people’s life. So it’s best if we make
people aware that their life is worth living. Never give up on
someone just because they say they’ve made up their mind.
You can still make a difference to their choice. You can still
change their perspective on life and show them their potential
and how much people around them want them.

Hold on and hold out, we can save people from suicide. PC: ki.se

Suicide is very often unexpected when you underestimate it.
Suicidals or people who are in need of help in general
sometimes try to hint to people that something is wrong and
they need help. It’s hard to recognize those hints but if we
look carefully we can see their signs of help and potentially
make them feel better. Though we can’t do much to affect
their decision we need to at least try to help them through
their pain. If you know someone is going through hard times
don’t leave them alone. Make them feel connected and
wanted. By doing this we can prevent the problem from
getting worse.
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Though if the problem does go out of hand, you should contact
a suicide hotline or people who you can trust to help you with
the problem. If you know someone is going to suicide tell a
friend or family member that you know can influence that
person who turn away from suicide. If you want to know
more about providing help to someone then you try to
become a gatekeeper.

Depression. PC: kqed.org

Suicide has taken too many lives in the world and has to stop.
The world is hurting us to the point where people do not have
the will to live anymore. We are breaking our society apart.
We know that this world isn’t fair, but the very least we can
do is to help contribute to fixing this world. You don’t need to
do much, just a simple act of kindness or concern to someone
can make their day, perhaps even their life, worth living.
Never leave someone to fight alone no matter how different
they are. You don’t know what's going on inside their head or
the problems they are going through, so the best you can do is
at least be there for them when they need it.
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Air Pollution
All About Air Pollution
By: G8 Kae Shi
For some of the people that don’t know what air pollution is,
air pollution is the presence of substances in the atmosphere
that are harmful to the health of humans and other living
beings, it also causes damage to the climates and to materials.
The reason why I chose “Air Pollution” as my topic is because
of what I’m seeing. Air pollution is getting worse so I want to
write a newspaper informing people about air pollution so we
can all try to help the environment and the Earth as well. Air
pollution actually affects the temperature, sunlight, and
humidity. If we don't start to decrease the amount of air
pollution we make, then our environment will get worse.

This is the photo of air pollution. PC: Relaxnews.
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I didn’t know much about air pollution in the beginning, but
now I think I know more after I started to research about it. I
found out many new and interesting facts that I wanted to tell
you all. Air pollution is made or caused by solid and liquid
particles and certain gasses that are suspended in the air. An
interesting fact about air pollution is that it actually started
from the middle of the 20th century. The reason why I said it’s
very interesting is because most of the people didn’t know
that air pollution had been happening since then.
I wrote this not only because I want to help the environment,
but also I want to tell you guys how air pollution affects
people’s health. Air pollution is linked to lung damage and
limited lung function. Human health is severely affected by
particulates in the atmosphere. Particulates are microscopic
particles of solid or liquid matter suspended in the air. The
particulates can cause nasal irritation which is an allergic
reaction and swelling. In an easy way to say, it might cause
heart disease, and stroke.

The particles of air pollution. PC: SN Applied Science
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I know that all the things I’m writing are mostly about the bad
things about air pollution, but another interesting fact is that
air pollution can be a good thing too. It helps increase rain
because it makes clouds but other than that there is still no
signs that would make air pollution a good thing. Something
that needs to be noticed, is that there is still no evidence of a
safe level of air pollution. Thus, meaning that air pollution is
still bad.

Shows where the ozone layer is. PC: eco-globe.com

Air pollution might also cause things such as damaging the
ozone layer and causing global warming. That’s why the Earth
is getting warmer and warmer, its because pollution is
harming the Earth's layer. That may be the reason that it does
not feel as cold than it used to be. One of the solutions I
suggest is that we should try and not use cars that often and
instead find alternatives to travel. Since we are still making
air pollution all around the world, air pollution has not been
solved in any region.
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These are many different types of air pollutants such as gasses
including ammonia, carbon dioxide, chlorofluorocarbons
particulates, and biological molecules. Overall, air pollution
has caused the deaths of around 7 million people worldwide
each year and is the world’s largest single environmental
health risk.
To write this newspaper, I did lots of research and asked some
questions to professors which specializes in this topic to
answer the questions that I want to know, and also to
questions that no answer is on the internet. The replies I
received answered most of my questions. “It is possible that
air pollution is going to get worse if we don’t try and stop it.”
That was on of the thing the professors said. Another
professor said “we are running out of time,” which means that
if we can’t stop it, then the earth will get worse. One answer
that stood out was that of the professor that said, “Pollution
caused haze in cities and wilderness areas has decreased.” He
is saying that in some of the sections/cities, air pollution is
getting better, but it’s not fully clear yet.

Air pollution worsenning . PC: thenewspit.com
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If we don't start to decrease the amount of air pollution we
make then our environment will get worse. What I really
want to say overall is that if you want to decrease or help stop
air pollution, one of the solution I suggest is to try to use
public transportations such as buses, trains, etc. Cars produce
a lot of pollution is decreasing the usage rate should at least
decrease the amount of pollution entering the atmosphere.
The reason why I think its is very important to solve air
pollution is because if we can solve air pollution, then our life
can be easier, better, and safer.

Cars producing pollution. PC: ec.europa.eu
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Bowling
An Article About the Best Sport Ever!
By Jackson, Grade 7
Have you ever heard of bowling? Bowling is really fun and
addictive. If you try it once, you will be obsessed with it for
the rest of your life. Bowling is one of the best sports that you
can enjoy, and I strongly recommend you to try it if you have
never tried it before.

A picture of a bowling ball knocking down pins, PC: Jag_cz, on website iStock
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Bowling, also called tenpins, is a sport in which you roll a
heavy ball down a long, narrow lane to knock down all the
pins that are standing. The earliest form of bowling was
invented in ancient Egyptian time. The ancient Egyptians
rolled stones at diverse objects with the goal to knock them
down. In modern times, bowling is using pins probably
originated in ancient Germany about the 3rd or 4th A.D.
century. It was actually first played as a ceremony.
It is not too hard to bowl. Your goal is to knock down 10 pins
by rolling the ball using your thumb, index, and middle
finger.
The number of steps you take before you roll the ball is
divided into two common ways. You would choose to take
either 4 steps or 5 steps before rolling the ball. Both the 4 step
approach and 5 step approach are great. However, the 5 step
approach takes advantage of rolling with more power at the
release.
There are many terms used in bowling. I will introduce some
of them.
Strike - is when you knock down 10 pins on the first try.
Spare - is when you knock down the pins you didn’t knock
down on your first try.
Approach - area is the area just before the foul line where
bowlers step and throw the ball.
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Bowling has a difficult scoring system to understand for
beginners. I will explain to you how it works. First of all, one
bowling game consists of 10 frames, with a minimum score of
0 and a maximum score of 300. Each frame consists of two
chances to knock down ten pins. The maximum score you can
get in a frame is 30. If you make a strike, then you will plus
the score of strike with the score of the next two rolls. So if
you make 2 strikes after a strike, you can get a maximum
point of 30. If you make a spare, you will add the score of your
next one roll to 10.

Perfect Game of Bowling, PC: wikiHow

There is bowling etiquette that you would need to follow.
First, only one person can be on the approach, and the first
one to go up on the approach will bowl first. If you are not
sure who went up first, the person on your right will start
first. Second, you need to be quiet. Many people shout
because of the amount of pins that are knocked down, but it
can distract other people.
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Bowling is one of the best sports you can play and enjoy, and I
really recommend you to try. I first tried bowling last year
and now I’m addicted to it. I can’t quit bowling, so every
month, I go bowling with my family. There are a few bowling
alleys in Taiwan, so you can go bowling when you have time.

A Bowling Alley, PC: Junction Lanes
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Peer Pressure on Students
By G7 Jonus

The most powerful influencers during teenage years are
friends. There has been a significant increase in peer pressure
among students in recent years. Peer pressure can happen to
anyone; it could happen not just to students, but also teachers
and parents. Peer pressure can cause students to have low
self-esteem. It can also distract students from learning or
make them strive to do their best.
What is peer pressure? Peer pressure is the influence of those
around you. Peer pressure comes in several forms, including
spoken peer pressure, unspoken peer pressure, indirect peer
pressure, positive peer pressure, and negative peer pressure.
A variety of factors can lead to peer pressure, desperation to
fit in, fear of rejection, and low self-esteem. Peer pressure
mostly happens to teens at the age of 14 to 18. As Disney
institute has said, “It takes courage to grow up and become
who you really are.” Overcoming peer pressure needs a lot of
courage.

Illustration of peer pressure, picture from Google
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Does peer pressure always have to be bad? Well, not really.
Peer pressure is divided into two main types; positive and
negative. Negative peer pressure is the most common one, it
is when others force or urge you to do inappropriate things
like drugs and such. Positive peer pressure is when others
encourage you to do things that are right such as encouraging
you to overcome your fears, quit drugs, and others. Positive
peer pressure is found in many students but without being
aware of it. A small thing such as encouraging your friends to
stop spending time on video games is an example of positive
peer pressure.
Society is greatly impacted by peer pressure. Peer pressure
can lead to a loss of individuality, self-esteem, and doing what
your peers feel is right. Sooner, you will tend to imitate
others, you start to adapt their taste of clothing, hair, food,
music, and personality. Peer pressure can lead students to the
incorrect way causing them to lose everything. Schools are
also impacted by negative peer pressure. Negative peer
pressure can cause students to fear coming to schools or
affect education by not focusing, etc. Having peer pressure
can cause you to have mental stress which leads to a failing
grade.

Picture from Google
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Picture from Google

Peer pressure can either distract students from learning or
make them strive to do their best. There are many reasons
why students do peer pressure, maybe it's because they think
it’s cool, or think it will make them popular, or even try to
earn respect from others. Peer pressure can be found in
numerous ways, when you choose your friends, be careful
who you choose, a nice peer or a mean peer. Robert H. Smith
once said “Be your best self and do not imitate anyone else.”
Peer pressure can be bad while having its benefits but being
yourself is the best way to live your life.
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COVID-19
The Virus From 2019-2022
By G8 Ailsa

The name COVID-19 has spread throughout the world and has
become very severe. The COVID-19 pandemic has become a
new daily norm of discussion throughout the thousands of
news outlets all around the globe. This is mostly because
many countries around the world have had an excessive
amount of positive cases along with millions of deaths. I had
many questions about COVID-19, so I wanted to learn more
about this deadly virus, as such I will explain all the
information you should know about it in this article.
COVID-19 is considered a severe special infectious
pneumonia. It started in December of 2019. COVID-19 was
discovered in Wuhan, China, and was first reported on
December 31st, 2019. There was no information on it so it was
considered a new type of pneumonia. Later on January 4,
2020, many people started to catch the disease. It was not until
January 13th after the first case that the disease was named
COVID-19. It rapidly started to become a serious infection
worldwide and many people were infected causing many
deaths globally. Governments had to quickly react to this
global pandemic.

A Depiction of a Coronavirus
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COVID-19 changed and affected a lot of things such as; daily life,
family affection, mental health, etc. To start off, it affected our
daily life by making us take more extreme hygiene precautions
such as wearing a mask every day and hand sanitizer for nearly
everything we do. It is almost as if our day to days are under the
control of COVID-19. As previously mentioned, COVID-19 has also
separated us from our loved ones. Susanne Choi said, “Most
especially the high-pressure setting of confinement, and the
monetary problem brought by COVID-19, these things will lead to
marital conflict.”
COVID-19 made many families distant. For example, even the
smallest of flaws have become overemphasized, and this pressure
has led to an increase of the divorce rate by 122% during the
pandemic. Before COVID-19, a person name "Ping Ping" has her
husband inducing domestic violence to her. When COVID-19 rose
however, the matter became worse. They had many problems
about how to clean and disinfect the house. ( Professor?) Susanna
Lam said, “pandemic stress, the pressures of working from home,
and school shutdown can increase domestic violence.”

This is COVID-19 vaccine.
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COVID-19 has also affected many people’s mental health.
Things such as traveling to another country for business
requires quarantine. Some countries' quarantine rules are
strict. Professor Boldrini said, “ I have seen people who got
COVID-19 have delusions, hallucinations, anxiety, and
depression.” Other than quarantine, COVID-19 gives us
immense stress to handle, which brings down one's mental
health.
During 2019-2020, scientists were desperate to find a vaccine
that could counter the pandemic. After a couple months,
COVID-19 had a vaccine. Around the world, there were many
kinds of vaccines such as BNT, AZ, etc. Everyone sees the
vaccine in different ways. Some approved the vaccine while
others don't. Even though it worked, but it came with some
serious side effects and some people couldn't handle it. Right
now, scientists are still trying to improve the vaccine
continuously.
When the pandemic started, many people were predicting
when the COVID-19 will stop. Many said that it will last a
couple years while others said that it will never go away but
will get weaker like when you catch a small cold. COVID-19
started to expand its variants, which has made people worried
about how much life will get affected. COVID-19 appeared
almost 2 years ago, but we realized too late and now it
become a bigger problem.
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COVID-19 had a huge impact on the economy. A lot of people
lost their jobs, and salary was also reduced. The
unemployment rate spiked to 14.8%, it has been the highest
ever since 1948. Companies are not able to function properly.
Going to work also increase the possibility of catching COVID19.

This is a picture of a COVID-19 vaccine card

COVID-19 also took a big toll on education. Due to the
pandemic, students are not able to go to school. The students
lost their graduation, as well as their memories of elementary,
middle, and high school. Though classes are now taken online,
it is less efficient and highly distractive which is making the
students not able to focus during classes.
COVID-19 changed too many things. A lot of people want it to
end. Writing this article made me learn many new things. I
hope COVID-19 can quickly be cured so no more deaths
would happen. I hope COVID-19 can be cured so I can quickly
go aboard and travel to other countries. I hope COVID-19 can
be cured so we can all be happy again.
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Organic Foods VS Conventional
Foods
By Hannah Culpepper
Are organic foods better than conventional food? Have you
ever wondered why organic foods are so expensive? Are
organic foods even healthier than conventional foods? In this
article, all these questions will be answered. While some
people say it doesn't matter what you eat, people should
understand the differences between organic foods and
conventional foods, since both organic foods and
conventional foods aren’t always the best choice. You may
want to buy the most budget-friendly foods.

Organic produce may have fewer pesticides than conventional food.
Image: Thinkstock

Are organic foods better than conventional food? People are
arguing on both sides.
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Some people argue that organic food is better for your health
but Norman Borlaug, an agronomist (an expert in the science
of soil management and crop production), states “If people
want to believe that organic food has better nutritive value,
it's up to them to make that decision. But no research shows
that organic foods provide better nutrition.” Other people
argue the opposite, for example, Maria Rodale, the CEO of
Rodale, says that “Switching to all organic food production is
the single most critical (and most doable) action we can take
right now to stop our climate crisis.”
Organic foods versus conventional food, what would you
choose? Most people will choose organic food because studies
show that it is healthier. But conventional foods are less
expensive, and they take less space. Organic foods usually
have no pesticides but conventional foods do. People say that
pesticides are bad for your body, it may be true but not many
people die from them. Michael Specter, an American
journalist, says “When people say they prefer organic food,
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what they often seem to mean is they don't want their food
tainted with pesticides and their meat shot full of hormones
or antibiotics.”
How do conventional food and organic food affect the
environment? Organic foods take lots of space to grow, and
there is a high risk of the plants not growing or being
flattened by the weather. Conventional foods have pesticides
in them which release greenhouse gasses into the
atmosphere. Conventional foods also cause soil erosion and
pollute the water. It can also threaten human health. Matt
Ridley, a journalist, and a businessman says “I'm perfectly
happy to eat organic food, but if I choose to pay more for it, I
don't pat myself on the back ethically. Quite the reverse. I
think I'm being quite greedy because what I'm doing is
essentially saying, 'I want more land to be devoted to growing
my food.'”

There are also organic meats too. Source unavailable
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Are organic foods even healthier than conventional foods?
Studies have shown that organic berries and corn have 58%
more antioxidants and up to 52% higher amounts of vitamin
C. Another study made in 2007 showed that organic produce
is 40 percent higher in various nutrients, including vitamin C,
zinc, and iron. But then again, conventional foods are safe to
eat. Conventional foods also take less space and less farm
labor. Organic foods take more space and more farm labor.
Why is organic food so expensive? Organic foods are more
expensive than conventional foods because they take more
farm labor and land. There are also shipping prices that both
conventional foods and organic foods have. Since organic
foods don’t use pesticides, they are much harder to grow. A
big group of bugs could easily come and kill all the crops. “ If
you can't afford organic food and are unable to grow your
own, it's crucial to wash all inorganic produce very carefully
to minimize the toxins you consume. Soak everything for 20
minutes in water with vinegar and salt or water with fresh
lemon juice and salt.” Says Suzanne Somers, an actress,
author, singer, businesswoman, and health spokesperson.
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The Sky
Why is the sky blue?
By: G8 Janet Wu
Many people, especially children, ask, “Why is the sky blue?”
and endlessly wonder about the it. When I was little, I too was
like many people, I was very curious about the sky.
I thought the sky was very cool and magical. I wanted to learn
about the it since I was little, now I have a chance. As such,
this article is going to be explaining all you need to know
about the sky.

The sky
Image: Flickr
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The blue sky
Image: Manuel Breva Colmeiro

To the famous question "why is the sky blue", Wayne Austin
answered, "Light from the sun appears to be white, but it is
actually made up of seven different colors. Light travels as a
wave, each of these seven colors has a different wavelength.
Red has the longest wavelength and the blue colors have the
shortest wavelength. As the sunlight comes into contact with
the Earth's atmosphere, the shortest wavelength colors, blue,
are scattered. Now we see the blue colors on Earth which
have been scattered by the atmosphere. This is why the sky is
blue."
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Sunset
Image: wikimedia common

But why does the sky scatter blue wavelengths more than
other colors? Then how does the sky turn red? Well, according
to Ms. Joanne, she said that, "It is because its distance is
shorter than the other colors and the wave is smaller as well.
Later in the day, during sunset, the sun gets closer to the
horizon, which means that the sunlight has to travel through a
longer distance to reach our eyes and the blue light has been
removed, mostly because its wavelength became shorter than
the red, yellow, and orange. Therefore, there is only the red
and yellow light still remaining." That is why during sunset
the sky turns red. It's very interesting to know that the color
of the sky depends on the different wavelengths.
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The sky is very alluring. It glitters like diamonds at night but
changes into an ocean of blue at day. The sky has its own
respective aspect which makes it beautiful. To decide which is
better is merely based on people's opinion. Everyone has their
own perspective of the sky and their own preferences as well.

A clear deep-black starry sky
Image: BBC

Some people think the clear deep-black starry sky is the most
beautiful thing in the sky . Some people this type of sky
because they might live in a very populated city with a lot of
light pollution. To see this glorious sight is truly a blessing.
For me, I think the most beautiful thing that we can see in the
sky is the fluffy clouds. The fluffy clouds can make people feel
happy. It's very relaxing to just look up in the sky and see the
different shapes and formations of the clouds. It also signifies
that today is a nice sunny day. This means that we can go
outside to play!
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The aurora
Image: من سینا نوروزی مقدم هستم دانش

Ms. Joanne and Mr. Wayne both thinks that auroras are the
most beautiful natural sigh in the sky. Auroras can only be
seen in some specific places. They can see these beautiful
patterns of color in the sky near the polar regions of Earth.

Auroras occurs as a result of charged particles from the sun
colliding with charged particles from the Earth. These charged
particles also collide with gasses in the atmosphere and cause
them to burn. Each gas creates a different color when it burns
due to a collision with the charged particles.
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The photo of the sky is beautiful and puts people in a good mood
Image: Adobe Stock

Some people might ask, " Why is the sky called the sky?" To
answer that question, Mr. Wayne says that, "The sky got its
name from the ancient Norwegian or Norse language. The
Norse believed that the gods lived in the sky and their name
for this important place was "Sky". This word was later used
to describe the blue light that we see when we look up. That is
where the name "sky" comes from."
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But, why is sometimes the sky is dark when it's day? Well,
according to Ms. Joanne, this is because of the change of
weather (temperature, humidity, etc.), dust, and pollution.
They all would affect the brightness of the sun. Mr. Wayne
also added that the time of day would also affects the sun's
brightness as the sun is brightest at midday, but less bright at
sunrise and sunset. The sun has to travel through more of the
Earth's atmosphere at these times. The Earth orbits the sun
in an elliptical shape. Sometimes the Earth is closer to the
sun in this orbit, and this results in the sun being brighter.

Furthermore, Mr. Dmitry said that another reason is that
light from the rising or setting sun passes through a thicker
layer of the atmosphere. The presence of particles like fog or
ice (for example in the form of clouds) or aerosols (like
smoke from fire or volcanos) can reduce the transparency of
the atmosphere and reduce the brightness of the sun.
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The Beautiful Sky
Image: Pixabay

Have you ever thought that the clouds kind of look like cotton
candy?
Yummy yummy!
The sky is a very beautiful thing but if we keep letting global
warming get worse, we will not have such a beautiful sky
anymore. Moreover the weather will be hot everyday because
we won't have clouds to cool us down anymore. What is more
is that polar bears will then be extinct! You see, so many bad
things will happen, let's protect our Earth together!
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CALL FOR ARTICLES
While the main organizers and contributors for the TYAS
Times are Grade 7-8 students, this is meant to be a schoolwide newspaper. We encourage all members of the TYAS
family to contribute.
If there are students who have written something impressive
for class, or even teachers or staff who would like to
contribute, we accept, all types of writing including editorials
and anything about today’s issues or promotions of any school
events. Please feel free to submit your essays, articles, poetry,
creative writing, or even art to the newspaper.
We would love to showcase the work of our TYAS Family.
If you would like to submit something, please send it to Mr.
Brockman (mbrockman@tyas.tyc.edu.tw).
Additionally, if you have an event or project coming up that
you would like our Grade 7-8 students to cover in the next
edition, be sure to contact Mr. Brockman for that, as well.
For now, thank you for reading and we look forward to your
articles and support. Don’t forget to wash your hands! Cheers!
-TYAS Times Team
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